The Complere Book of Mah-Jongg
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completing a high-scoring hand himself' he may leBitimately
gam-ble with his own chips, but not with those of the other
players. These rules are also iritended to remove the possibility
of fraudulent collusion between players, contrary to section 9'
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Classification of Tiles

I
2

The game is played with a set of 144 tiles, of which 136 are
playing tiles, and eight are bonus tiles.
The playi.ng tiles are divided inro suit tiles, of which rhere
are 108, and honour tiles, of which there are twenry-eight.

3 The suit tiles are divided into three suirs, named Circles,
Bamboos and Characters. In each suitthe tiles run from one
to nine, and there are four identical tiles of each descriotion
or denomination.

4 The honour tiles are the three Dragons, named White,
Green and Red, and the four Winds, named East, South,
West and North. Of each of these tiles there four identical.
5 The Dragons, the Winds, and the ones and nines of rhe suits
are described as major tiles. The suit tiles from two to eight
inclusive are described as minor tiles.
6 The bonus tiles comprise a set of four Flowers, and a set of
four Seasons. The Flowers may be distinguished by green
or blue characters or numbers, the Seasons by red chäracters or numbers.
7 The Plum flower, numbered l, is prope r to East : rhe Orchid
flower, numbered 2, is proper to South; the Chrysanthemum flower, numbered 3, is proper to West; and the Bam_
boo flower, numbered 4, is proper to North.
8 The Spring season, numbered I, is proper to East: the
Summer season, numbered 2, is präpei to South ; the
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Autumn season, numbered 3, is proper to West: and the
Winterseason, numbered 4, is proper to North.
Preliminary

Tl: game is olayed by four persons. each playing for himself, and not in partnership. Any player may. iihe-thinks fir,
tacitly contrive to assist one of his opponents rarher than

9

another: but any explicit collaboration or agreement between two or more of the players is forbidden.
l0 The four players are called East, South, West and Norrh;
the player who at any time is East is also referred to as
Leader, West is the playersitring opposite East, Sourh the
player on East's right, and North thå player on East's left.
NorE: East occupies a dominating position in the play,
because Easr is, for the Chinese, tralitionally the position
of honour and pre-eminence.
Duration of the Garne
I

I

Each player in turn is East or Leader. East retains his title so
long as he wins the hand (that is, obtains Mah-Jongg), and
also if the hand should end as a wash-our. But whei-one of
the other three- players wins, the player on Easr's right (that
is, South) receives the tirle of East for the nexr han-d : simi_
larly. the player formerly West becomes South, rhe player
form-erly North becomes Wesr. and the player formerty
East becomes

North.

Nore : There are several methods which may be used to

distinguish East, and to remind the other pläyers which
positions they occupy. If racks are used, it ese may be
marked E, S, W and N, and passed round whenever b,ast
loses rhe title. If the Chuang-tzi is employed, Easr should
set it in front of him..passing it to the plåyer on his right
when he loses a hand. It is also a tradition that when ihe
dice are not in use, F,ast should gather them up and place
them before him: this is known as ,gathering up ån.,,
luck'.
12 when each of the four prayers has herd the titre of East
in
turn. and the fourth (who in the first hand of the game was
.A
L1
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North) has relinquished it uPon one of the other three win'
ning, one round has been completed. Thus each round
consists of four hands, plus one for each wash'out, and one
for each hand won by East.
l3 Each complete game consists of four rounds. The first is
named the East round, during which East Wind is said to
prevail; the second is named the South round, during
which South Wind prevails; the third is named the West
round, during which West Wind prevails; and the fourth
and last is named the North round, during which North
Wind prevails.
NorE I : If the Chuang-tz[ is used; it serves to count the
rounds. At the beginning of the game, the four direction
discs are placed in the Chuang-tzö, the East disc first
(placed so that the engraving on the disc can be seen
through the hole in the lid of the box), followed by the
South, West and North discs in order. Each time the
player who in the first hand of the game was North loses
the title of East, before passing the Chuang-tz[ to the
player on his right he removes the uppermost disc, indicating that one round has been completed, and that the.
next (whose disc is now exposed to view) is about to begin.
Nore 2: The players require to remember which wind is
prevailing, because this affects the scoring (see sections
I l4e and I l6f ) ; but it does not otherwise alter the order
or manner of play.
l4 When in the fourth or North round the player who in the
first hand of the game was North loses the title of East, the
game is at an end.
Selection of Seats

l5

Before the beginning of the game, the four players should
select their seats and determine who will be the first East bv
the following procedure. They first take te mporary places it
the table, in any order. Any one of them throws two dice,
and beginningwith himself as one, counts round the players
counterclockwise to the total thus obtained. (lf Chinese dice
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are used, in this and all other cases the blank face counts as
one.).The playll so indicated is termed .provisional Easr,,
and the seat which he has temporarily taken is designated'
the East seat. Provisional East no* tuk.s one of each-of the
four Wind riles (or the four direction discs), ptaces them
face down on the table. shuffles rhem. and arianges them
in
a row. He marks one end of the row with a suitlile of
odd
' number, the other end with a suit tile of even number. both
such tiles being placed face up. He then throrvs the two dice.
and counts round the playeri'in a counterclockwise direction as before, beginningwirh himself as one. The plajer
thus indicated throws the two dice again, and counrs round
(beginning with himself as one) in like manner to the total
which he has obrained. The player so indicated takes rhe
first of the four wind tiles: if ihe-last-obtained totar was
an
odd number, the tile at the end of the row marked as odd is
taken first: if the total was an even number, the tile at the
end marked as even is taken first. The other nlavers. in
iTrrtntcr.:li"r.t'u,;s...r.td.r .\r':r\rs.l\\t\ t:r\r t!.r.\\\\....\.i .r.. \.
ii,+: .i-rr.-lf .fi*: rf; r\\S
l\.|
\\;r1.. r)-... ..1r.- ii.r !.
\:j{.iN.:\\t .X\'}t hir." n ,t.r':r N \tr \: . *t \\ } . \' .\.r r g.r \r 11\ '}.r r
rr rll .r.'t .rs tr.rst
*lnnn ths b\-st tilc is t*rrrr<ri 'l'rur' tisst'. .ru.l-l'nrc
Errst norr'
or Lcader in the first hsnd of the g$nle.
occupies the East Seat. and the other three players arrange
themselves accordingly. with West opposite East. South on
East's right. and North on East's left. The plal'e rs retain
their relative positions (though not their designations) until
the ganre hrts been contPlcted.
r-orE l: lt is fitting th:rt the host should make the first casr
of the dice.
Norr 2: lf rhe Chuang-tz[ is in use. after the first cast of
the dice it should be placed by the position designated as
the East seat.
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Selcction of Scats
throws total of 6.8 is provisional East
(ii) B arrangcs six tilcs as shown. thcn
throws dicc. lf total is 10. C makes 6nal throw
(iii) C throws dice . lItotal is 7 (odd). A
takes frrst tile at odd cnd (left) of row.
followcd by othcr playcrs in scqucnce.
A bccomcs North: B Wcst: C 56u1h; D Eåst
(iv) D now occupics East scat. B takes west

(i) A

The Dcal

16 Before each hand, all the tiles are placed face dorvn on the
table, and thoroughly shuffied, or'washed', by South, Wesr
and North. When East considers that this has been donc
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sufficiently, he gives the comrnand 'Pow" meaning'start'.
Thereupon, each Player builds a wall of tiles in front of him,
eighteen tiles long and two tiers high. The completed walls
are then pushed together to form a hollow square.
NorE

tl

i

By tradition. the walls are pushed together

formal ceremonies which give Mah-Jongg
character. The walls rePresent the walls

Arrangement of walls to
form a square

w

(i)

N

so

that each stands in at its right-hand end. and out at the
left. This arrangement is of no consequence as far as
the play of the game is concerned : but it is one of the
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(i)

Brcaching rhe wall
East throws dice. A total
of 8 would indicate rhar
North's wall is ro
bc brcached

(ii) North

throws dice for
total of 7. As
8 + 7: 15, North counts

to I 5th itack. starting
from the right. Hc
removes stack from
wall, placing riles as
shown. He then makes
second breach as

indicatcd

tr

last tile in live wall

dead wall or kong box

its

of a Chinese

city, and their formation into a neat and tight-fitting
square is said 'to keep the devils out'.
17 To determine which wall shall be breached, East then
throws two dice. and counts round the walls counterclockwise, beginning with himself as one, to the number
shown: thus a total of 2, 6 or l0 indicates South; 3, 7 or 1l
indicates West, 4, 8 or l2 indicates North; and 5 or 9 indicates East himself,
18 The dice should be thrown so as to land flat within the
. wall: if one or both should not land flat. or fall outside
the wall, then one or both (as the case may be) should be
thrown again.
19 To determine where the wall shall be breached, the player
indicated by East's throw casts the dice again, adds the total
to the total thrown by East, and counts the resulting number
along the tiles of the top tier of his wall, beginning from the
right-hand end, If the number should exceed eighteen. he
continues counting along the wall of the player on his left. He
breaches the wall by removing the stack of two tiles thus indicated, and places them on top of the wall to the right of the
breach, putting the tile which was uppermost in the wall
further from the breach. These two tiles are known as the
'loose tiles'.
20 The seven stacks of tiles (exclusive of the loose tiles) immediately to the right of the breach are known as the dead wall,
or kong box, and are not used in the play excePt for the
providing of replacement tiles for kongs. The remainder of
the wall, starting from the tiles immediately to the left of the
breach, is known as the live wall. The player who breached
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the wall, when he has distributed the two loose tiles. should
detach the kong box from the live wall : the second breach
thus created marks the end of the live wall.
NorE : It iscustomary ro place the two loose tiles one on
top of the third stack to rhe righr of the first breach. rhe
other on top of the fifrh stack. This disposition creares a
symmetrical arrangement which makes it easy to determine where the second breach should be made, wirhout
counting the stacks.
2l When in the course of play a player requires to draw a loose
tile. he should first take the tile further from the first breach that is. the tile which originally was uppermosr in rhe wall. If
both loose tilesshould be drawn. the pläyer in whose wall the
kong box stands should replace them by taking the stack of
tiles from the lefr-hand end of the box and distributing them
on top of the remaining tiles. as before purting the tile which
was uppermost to the rightof the lower tile. For the use of the
loose tiles. see sections46,48 and 50.
22 At the beginning of play, the kong box conrains sixteen tiles,
including the two loose tiles. This number is reduced by one
for each loose tile that is drawn ; no tiles should be iransferred from the live to the dead wall to make up the number.
Thus,.if each player were to declare four kongs, the kong box
would be completely exhausted.
The order of play begins with East. and proceeds in a counterclockwise direction. The live wall. however, disa ppears in
a clockwise direction.
24 East commences the deal by taking the first two stacks of tiles
from the open end of the live wall, that is, from the end immediately to the lefr of the first breach. South, Wesr and
North in turn then take two stacks each. This procedure is
repeated twice, so that each player has twelve tills in all. Easr
then draws the next stack (two tiles). and South, West and
North in turn take one tile each.
!

25

If any irregularity should occur in the deal, u, u ,.rullt of
which a player or players take rhe wrong tiles, or the wrong
number, itshould bc correcred ifpossible ; if it is not knowi
how the irregularity occurred, or which tiles should be
re-assigned to which player, or if any playershould have seen
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West wall

\South

takes

2 stacks

South, West and North
take one tile each, in order

(

in course of PlaY remaining tiles
drawn in order shown

East takes one stacK

(2 tiles)

The deal
(i) Allocltion of first twelve tiles for each player
(ii) Last fivetilesare takcn from theSouth wall asshown

to him'
or felt the face of any tile rvhich Proves not to belong

all the drawn tiles ihoulcJ be returned to the centre of the
been
table and re-shuffied, the portion of the wallwhich has
rn
agarn
broken
consumed should be rebuilt, and the wall

another place.
first
26. If any pfuy.t should discover. before East has made his
discarå, thai he has the wrong number of tiles in his hand' he
may claim a misdeal.
27 Eaöh player should arrange his tiles so that their faces are
not visibie to his oppottäntt ; but he must at all times
throughout the play maintain them in such a way that any
of theother players maycount them.

1l
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Object of the Game
The
28
object of play in each hand is twofold : and each of the

aims may be considered in two asPects - a positive (or
offensive), and a negative (or defensive). To obtain a complete or Mah-Jongg haqd before any other player does so, or
to prevent any other player from obtaining a complete
hand : and to obtain as high a score as possible. or to Prevent
theother players from obtaining high scores. The playerwho
obtains Mah-Jongg is said to have won the hand, although
other players may show a greater score, and even make a
greater profit in the settlemcnt. The ultimate object of play in
the game as a whole is to amass the greatest possible profit by
the sum of the settlements with the other players after each
hand.
NorE : Ifchips are used forscoring, the winner of the gam e
is thus the player who at its conclusion has the greatest value of chips : and the second, third and fourth places are
similarly determined. But if the game is played for money
(which is not recommended). it becomes more important
toshow a profit(which might be done even by the playerin
third place) than to be placed first.
(a)
29
A complete hand is one which is composed of four sets
and apair. A set may be either :
a run or sequence of three numerically consecutive tiles
in the same suit. termed'chow' : or
three identical tiles (whethersuit or honour tiles), termed
'pong': or
four identical tiles (whether suit or honour tiles). termed
'kong'.
The pair (variously known'as'the eyes of the sparrow'or
'the head of the bird') mustconsist of two identical tiles.
(b) Any hand which contains four sets and a pair as above
described isa complete or Mah-Jongghand, irrespective
ofits composition or consistency in other respects.
(c) Nohand which does notcontain foursets and a pair may
be reckoned a Mah-Jongg hand. The sole exception to
this rule is the Special Limit hand known as the Thirteen
Unique Wonders (forwhich see section l22q). which includes a pair. but no sets.

30 Except as noted below (section
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whether to complete a set, or to gain Mah-Jongg' rt he considers it advantageous to forgo the same
of sets'
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or
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The
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no
absence of bonus tiles in
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end
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NOrr, The inclusion br bonus tiles does not preclude
a hand from being a No-Score hand' or from being
One Suit, All Major Tiles, etc'

Commencement of the Hand
in his original dealt
32 If any player should find any bo-nus tiles
-before the bef,und,'t,e ittoutO immediatety declare them'
any
play' First East täkes replacement tiles for
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Norrnal Playin g Procedure
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34 Before commencing the play, East should ask the permis-

w

sion of the other players. When he has satisfied himself that
all are ready, unless he holds Heaven's Blessing he starts the
play by discarding a tile.

Above: Examples of

a

chow

(seque nce )

35 When he discards each playershould place the discarded

Left: Orderof plaY when

"\

tile in the centre of the table face up. at the same time clearly
naming it. The discards should be placed on the table in a
random manner. and not in such a way as would reveal
which tiles had been discarded by which player. or in what
order.
36 When discarded each tile may be claimed by any player for

chow is declared
l. E discards
2. S declares'chow'.

@

exPoses set then.

disca rds
3. W draws from

*'all

pong.kong or Mah-Jongg. lf no player claims the tile for
one of these, it may be claimed by the player next in order of
play (that is. the player on the discarder's right) for chow. If

,)

the discard is not claimed for any purpose. the next player
draws from the open end of the live wall (taking the uppermost tile from the end stack). and (unless he thereby obtains

Mah-Jongg) discards. Play continues in this manner until
one of the players obtains Mah-Jongg. whereupon the hand
is at an end. or until the live rvall is exhausted and there
remain no more tiles to be drawn. in which case the hand is

declared a'wash-out' (that is. a draw).
NorE: For the provisions governing a wash-out. see sections 97-99.
37 All discards. except the last. are deemed dead. and may nor
be claimed for any purpose.
38 A tile is deemed to be discarded the moment that it rouches
the table; a tile is deemed to be drawn rhe moment that a
player touches it.

Chow

39 If a player holds in his concealed hand two riles which form
part of a sequence. and the playeron his left discards a thir<J
tile which rvould complete the sequence. the former player
may. instead of drawing from the wall. claim the discard by
saying'chorv'. He then takes the two tiles from his hand and

34

E

places them lace up on the table in front of him. adding to
ihem the discard which he hasclaimed. and finally discards
a

tile.

40 A player may not chow
than the player on his

4l It is permissible

a tile discarded by any player

left.

other
l

for a player to declare chow and then

discard immediately: after which he must immediately expose the two tiles from his hand and add to them the tile
which he claimed: provided that he shall expose the two
tiles before making his next draw from the wall (whether it

be from the live wall. or from the kongbox). and before
claiming any subsequent discard for any PurPose42 A player who forms a complete sequence by drawing from
the wall should keep it concealed in his hand. and make no
declaration of the same.

Pong

43 If

a player holds in his concealed hand two

identical tiles.

and any player discards another of the same tile. the former
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player may claim the discard by saying'Pong'. He then
takes the two tiles from his hand and places them face uP on
the table in front of him, adding to them the discard which
he has claimed, and finally discards a tile. A set so formed is
termed an exposed pong. A player may not draw from the
wall in the same turn that he declares a Pong.

w

(i)

Above: Examples of a pong

(triplet)
Left: Order of play when

44 When a player has declared a Pong and discarded, play continues to his right: any players intervening between the
player whose discard was ponged and the player who declared pong lose their turn.
45 A player who forms a set of th ree identical tiles by drawing
from thewall should keep itconcealed in hishand, and make
no declaration of the same. A set so formed is termed a concealed pong.

pong is dcclarcd

(i) l. Ediscards
2.

S

dcclarcs'pong'.

cxposes set and
discards

@

3. N declares'pong',
cxposcs sct and

\'/

(ii)

E

discards
4. E draws from wall
l. Ediscards
2. N declares'pong'.
cxposes set and

w

discards
3. E draws from wall

e-/

(ii)

and discards
4. W dcclarcs'pong',
exPoscs set and
discards
5. N draws from wall

N

Kong

46 lf a player holds in his concealed hand three identical tiles,
and any player discards the fourth identical tile, the former
player may claim the discard by saying'Kong'. He then
takes the three tiles from his hand and places them face up
on the table in front of him, adding to them the discard
which he has claimed: this tile he should turn face down, to
indicate'that the'kong was formed by annexing a discard to
a concealed pong. He then draws a loose tile, and finally
discards a tile. A set so formed is termed an exposed kong. A
player may not draw from the live wall (unless to replace a
bonus tile) in the same turn that he declares an exposed
kong.
47 When a player has declared kong and discarded, play continues to his right: any players intervening between the
player whose discard was konged and the player who declared kong lose their turn.

48

E

36

If a player who has previously

made an exposed pong

should draw the fourth identical tile from the wall, he may
add it to the exposed pong, thereby converting it to an exposed kong; in such case, all four tiles should be left face up.
He then draws a loose tile, and finallv discards a tile.
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49 A player who previously has made an exposed pong may
not claim the fourth idenrical tile if it is disiarOäO Uv
another player: for no set may contain more than onl
discarded tile.
50 If a player obtains four identical tiles enrirely by drawing
from the wall and desires to treat the four as a set he shoulä
declare them, placing the tiles on rhe table in front of him,
but then turning the two outer tiles face down to indicate a
concealed kong. He then draws a loose tile, and finally
discards a tile.

5l

A player is nor obliged to declare a concealed kong immediately upon obtaining it, but may declare it at any time
during the hand immediately after having drawn fröm rhe
wall (but not after having claimed a discaid in any way). If,
however, another player should obtain Mah-Jongg while
the kongremains undeclared, it may be scored only as a
concealed pong.
NorE: It may often be prudent not to declare a kong of suit
tiles early in the hand, but rather ro retain it conceäled. If
by declarirrg the kong a player irrevocably ties up all four
of the tile in question, he may later find thåt he hai considerably reduced the flexibility of his hand. and so impaired
his chances of winning: for the tiles in the kong might be
better used in completing sequences. Similar öonslderations may prompt a player who has the chance of konging
a discard to declare pong only: if he Iater finds th at h e äoef
not-require the fourth tile for any other purpose, he can
addit to theexposed p-ong, in mosrcaseswithout forfeiting
anything in the way ofscore.

52 lf a player fails to mark a declared kong as concealed by
turning the two end tiles face down, once he has discardeä
he may not remedy the omission, and may score that kong
as exposed only. lf a player fails to mark an exposed kong ai
formed by annexing a discard to a concealed pong by tu"rning one of the end tiles face down, once he trai OisäaåeO he
may not remedy the omission, and may not treat the kong as
a concealed pong in those cases where he would otheniise
have been permitted to do so.

?R
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Abovc: Examples ofa kong (sct offour)

Right: Method of displaying kongs
(i) A concealed kong. lt must bc
dcclared to score and in order that a
loosc tile may bc drawn to keeP
number in hand correct. This kong
scores 16 pts

(ii)

An exposcd kong. formed by
adding discardcd tile to concealed
pong, lt scores 8 pts, but becausc
pongwasconcealed. it may in
certain hands be regarded as
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a concealed set

(iii)

An cxposed kong formed by
adding tile drawn from wall to
exposed pong. It scores 8 pts

Calling and Mah-Jongg

53 Ahand which might be completed by the addition of one
further tile is dbscribed as a Calling Hand; the player who
holds such a hand is said to be calling the tile (or tiles) which

would complete

it. If any player discards a tile which

another player is calling, that player may claim the discard
by saying'Mah-Jongg', whether the discard is required to
complete a pong, or a sequence, or a pair, and whether or
not he is next in order to play. The player who has de.clared

Mah-Jongg does not discard, but immediately lays down
his hand, and that hand is thereby concluded.
54 If a player holding a Calling Hand should himself draw
from the wall a tile which he is calling, he may similariy

announce Mah-Jongg and lay down his hand, thereby con-

cluding that hand.

OriginalCall
55

(a) If East, after

his first discard in any hand. holds a Calling
hand; or if one of the other players, after taking his first
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a discard) and discardiig, holds
ttaim.ilg
Hand,
"-ö"lii"i
f. Tuy if he wishes announci O;;r;iö;ii
tho1g.h.h"

"" who makes
:lqlobliged ro do so. The ptayer
Original Call undärtakes thereby nbt tå atter
his
aly 1ay (except by. declaring Uoius iir.sy, uut rohand
in
wair
for the tile (or onä orihe tites) w"hich *;;iå
öornpf .i. Ä.
hand as originally constituted.
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(vi )

tile.in any hand (whether by.drawing from
the wall, or by

an

.'",NMM

Examples of calling hands
In thesc cxamplcs the rop row is cxposed.
the sorrou row concealed
(i) This hand is calling a 9 character
(ii) This hand is calling a 2 or 5 bamboo
(iii) This hand is callin! a white ilragon or a 3 or
o cnaracter
(iv) This hand is calling a 2. 5. 7 or g circle
(v) This hand is calling a 4, 5, 6.7 or g characrer
(vi) This all-concealed hand is calline
a

l.3.4,6.7or9bamboo.
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(b) If a player. who has announced an Original Calt. should
subseguently alter his hand in any respecr (except by declaring bonus tiles), he is not permitted to claim
Mah-Jongg in that hand.
(c) The playerrvho has made an Original Call is not obliged
thereby to claim Mah-Jongg when the opportunity to do
so presents itself,
NorE: The object in making an Originat Call. and
.thereby forfciting the right ro improve the cailing
hand. is to obtain one extra double (over and abovä
any orhers which the hand may contain). to which the
player becomes entitled if he subsequently completes
the hand with the tile (or one of rhe tiles) which he was
originally calling: see secrion I l7 ( I ).
56 If a playll obtains a calling hand ar any stage subsequent to
his first discard. he should nor (and may not; make äny announcemen t or indica tion of the fact.
Robbinga Kong

57 If a pJayer. who

has.

previously made an exposed pong.

should draw rhe fourrh identical tile from the wäll ana äooTt
to the.pong to convert ir to a kong, and if another player
should be calling that tile. that player may decläre
Mah-Jonggand'rob thekong' (or.scratch the kong';, tak ing
the fourth tile as though it had been discarded, aniadding
fi
to his hand.
58 A concealed k_ong may be robbed only to complete the Thirt::n Unique Wonders, and for no othär purpose.
-^ A kong
59
may be robbed only in rhe turn ttiat ii is declared. and
not thereafter.
60 The playerwhose kongis robbedshould notdraw a loose
tite
in respect ofit' and if hä shourd arready have drawn
the loose
tile when the other player declares Uan_f ongg, f,. rn"ri,.place it- If, however, hå has taken the roose tiFinto
his concealed hand before the other player has declared
Mah-Jongg.!. ..uy be_obliged to replace the tile only if the
playerdeclaring Mah-Jongg cun coirectly indicate itre tite
which he drew; otherwise the kong may not be robbed.
If.
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moreover, the player drawing the loose tile should with it
have completed and declared another kong. and drawn a
further loose tile; or if he should have declared the loose tile
as a bonus tile and drawn a replacement for it: or if the loose
tile should complete his own hand: or if he should already
have discarded. the kong may not be robbed.
Precedence of Claims

6l

for Discards

claimed by two (or three) players. a iall of
ofchow, and a
call of Mah-Jongg takes precedence over anything else. If
two (or three) players claim the same discard for MahJongg, the player nearest to the discarder in order of play

If a discard

is

pong or kong takes precedence over a call

takes precedence.

62 A player who h as claimed a disca rd for chow m ust s u rre nd e r
it to one callingpong,kong or Mah-Jongg, and a player who
has claimed a discard for pong m ust surrender it to onc ca llingMah-Jon EE.even ifhe hasalready declared the complete
set (in which case he must on surrendering the discard take
the two other tiles back into his concealed hand), unless he
should also have have discarded: in which case all other
players forfeit any right to claim the previous discard for any
PurPose.

63 A player who has claimed a discard for kong must surrender it to one calling Mah-Jongg. even if hc has already declared the complete set and drawn a loose tile. in rvhich case
he must replace the loose tile and take back his three tiles
into his hand: unless he should have taken the loose tile into
his concealed hand before the othcr player's declaration of
Mah-Jongg, in which case he may be obliged ro replace the
Ioose tile and surrender the discard only if the player calling

Mah-Jongg can correctly indicate the tile which he drew:
otherwise the player calling Mah-Jongg forfeits his claim to

the discard.

If. moreover. the player who claimed thc

discard for kong should with the loose tile have complered
and declared another kong, and drawn a further loose tile:
or if he should have declared the loose tile as a bonus tile
and drawn a replacement for it:or if the loose tile should

The
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complete his own hand: or if he should already have
discarded, the player calling Mah-Jongg forfeits his claim
to the discard.

64 If when one player has discarded. the next person in order
of play should draw from the wall, the other two players
måy still claim rhe discard for pong, kong or Mah-Jongg (in
yhi:l case the player drawing from thJwall must ,Jpiu..
the tile drawn), unless he should have taken the rile inio his
concealed hand, in which case he may be obliged to replace
it only if the player claiming the discärd can årrectly indi_
cate the tile which.he drew: otherwise the player ctäiming
the discard loses his right to it. If. moreovei, the ptayei
drawing from the wall should with the tile drawn håve
completed and declared a kong, and drawn a loose tile for
it: or if he should have declareä the tile as a bonus tile and
drawn a replacement for it: or if the tile should complete his
hand: or if he should already have discarded. the other
player forfeits his claim to the discard.
65 If two (or three) players are able to claim a discard for
Mah-Jongg. and the first draws from the wall, he is deemed
thereby to have renounced his claim to the di.scard. and the
second (and third) player(s) alone may rake the discard for
Mah-Jongg, subject to the foregoing provisions. But if the
firstplayer has not drawn from the *ält before the second
(or third) declares Mah-Jongg. he rerains the right to claim
the discard to complete his hand (even though thle second
or

third player s.hould have laid down his hand; at any time
unril the. scoring and settlement have been compretåd and
the hands (or any part of them) thrown inro the discard.

Irregularities in the play

66 If a player (whose turn it is to play) draws rhe next tile from,
the wall,.he may nor, after drawing the tile, replace it (unless

some other player sh.ould claim the previous discard).
or
decide instead to claim the previous discard io, un1Pose.

fur_

6? lf a player (whose turn it is to play) causes rhe nexr tile in the
44
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wall to be exposed to view, he shall take it (unless some
other player should claim the previous discard), and may
notdecide. instead ofdrawing. to claim the previous discard
for any purpose.

68 If in thecourse of play a tile in the wall is accidentally exposed to the view of one or more players. it shall be shown to
all four players before being replaced in the wall.
69 If a player should claim a discard for any PurPose, he may
change his mind and put back the tile which he has claimed.
even if he should already have exposed the set (in which
case the other tiles must be replaced in his concealed hand).
provided that he has not already discarded. A player so
retracting his claim may then draw from the wall. if it is his
turn toplay: orclaim the lastdiscard foranotherpurpose. if
he is able: or else allow the play to continue in the normal
order.
a player discards a tile and no other player claims it for
chow, pong, kong or Mah-Jongg. the discarder may take it
back and discard another tile in its place, provided that he
announces his intention to do so before the next player has
drawn from the wall. His first discard may be claimed at any
time until he has made his second discard in its place.
7l After a declaration of chow. pong. kong or Mah-Jongg. the
discarder may not take his discard back. lf the declarant
should then withdraw his claim. the discard remains on the
table and is counted dead. unless the declarant should claim
the discard for another purpose. or another player claim it
for any purpose.
72 lf a player (whose turn it is to play) draws the wrong tile
from the wall. he must replace it and draw instead the right
tile. if his attention is drawn to the error before he has
discarded: otherwise he should keep the tile which he drew.
without penalty. (see section 89)
73 If a playershould draw out of turn. he must keep the tile so
drawn and play with a long hand. if he has seen or felt the
face of the tile: but if not. he may replace it without penalty.

70 If

If

the tile thus drawn should be a bonus tile. the errant

player shall retain it undeclared in his hand. which shall be
treated in all resoects as if it were a long hand.
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74 lf

a player should discard out of turn. he may take back the
tile discarded, unless ir should be claimed by any player for
chow, pong, kong or Mah-Jongg before ttre OiscarOer has
drawnattention tohis error, in whlch case he must play with a
short hand (see section 89).
75 If a player should inadvertently discard more than one
rile,
may declare which tile he intended ro discard, and take
fre
back the other. unless one of the tites should be claimed by
another player, in which case he must leave the tile which is

claimed and take back the other. If more than one tile
should be claimed, the tile claimed by the player nexr in
order of play shall be deemed to bä the iilo discarded
(whether or not the claim of the player next in order of play
would take precedence accordingto section 6l), and thä
other taken back.

playerwhoclaimsa discard forchow, pongorkongin error
may replace it without penalty, and take back into his concealed hand any tiles which he may have exposed, if he discovers and announces his error before his own discard is
claimed by another player. or the next player has drawn from
the wall. If he discovers rhe error later, his hand shall be
counted foul, and if he has not already exposed his intended
s.:t, h: musr expose with the wrongly clåimed tile any two
tiles from his concealed hand if he cättea chow or pong, o,
any three if he called kong. If an erroneous call oi koig is
discovered within the time in which it may be correcred, iny
loose tiledrawn in respect ofitshould be ieplaced; but ifir is
disco.ve.red subsequently. the loose tile (if pieviously drawn)
should be retained.
77 If a player claims a discard and Iays it down wirh
one or
morevrong tiles, but has the right tiles in his hand, he mav
substitute the-right tiles without penalty, if he makes th'e
76 A

correction before his next draw from ihe wall (whether
from the live wall. or from the kong box), and before,
claiming any subsequent discard: but öher*ise, tt. in"or_\
yct-ly declared set shall remain, and the hand be counted
foul.
?8 lfaplayerwho hasclaimed a discard for pong, kongorchow
(and who has nor rerracred his claim) f;ils ö luy
äo*n ir,.

Rules

complete set before making his next draw from the wall
(whäther from the live wall, or from the kong box), or before
claiming a subsequent discard, his hand shall be counted
foul, and no score allowed in respectof the set which he failed
to expose.

as noted in sections 69,'76 and17, a combination of
tiles once laid on the table must remain: no exPosed or de-

79 Except

clared set may be re-arranged or transferred, or altered in
any way (except by the addition of a fourth tile, drawn from
the wall. to form an exposed kong): and no tile from suc.h a set
may be discarded.

80 If a player omits to draw from the wall when

he should have

done so, he may not rectify his error after the next player has

drawn from the wall. If a player fails to draw a replacement
for a bonus tile. or a loose tile for a kong, he may not rectify
his error after the next player has drawn from the wall. In
such cases, the errant player must Play with a short hand.
8l No discard may be taken into a player's concealed hand. If
any player should do so, any other player may demand that
the discard be returned to the table and be not used for any
purpose by that player.
False

Declaration of Ma h-Jon gg

82 If a player should make a false call of Mah-Jongg. or if a
hand declared as a Mah-Jongg hand should be found to
contain an incorrect combination. the false caller may be
permitted to take up his hand and continue play if none of
the other players has laid down his hand. If, however, one or

more of the other players should lay down their hands, or
any part of them, before the error is discovered and
announced, the false caller shall pay each of his opponents
300 points. That hand shall then be deemed finished' and no
other score counted or settlement made. If the false caller
was East, the title of East shall pass to the next player in
rotation: if some other player was East, he shall keep the
title for the next hand.
NorE: lt is assumed that a player who calls Mah-Jongg
falsely does so in error: in which case, 300 points will in
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most cases prove to be ample compensation for the other

three players who are rhCreby foiced to abandon their
hands. It would in.theory be pössible for a prayer,o rur..
strategic use of deliberate faise calls, to uu'oia puying oui
yet larger sums to opponents who were eviOently oil the
poinr of complering very high_scoring hands; tiut,u.t,
conduct would be patently äishonouiable, and it is an
unwrirren law o.f Mah-Jongg that all should play in a
gentlema-nly and honourablöhanner. Nevertnåt"ss,
ir i,
open to rh-e-players by mutual agreemenr before the be_
ginning ofthe-game to raise rhe pienalty to a higher ngrre
(such as, the Limit ro each player), *t ict wöuld
m"ake
such srrategic use of the falsi cail impossible; and indeed
rt
T1y be thought desirable to do so when playing com_
petitivelyin unfamiliar company. If such uh uäiuit-.nt
is- m1de, the penalties included in sections g3, g7
and gg
should be increased commensuratelv.
83 If two players should falsely call Mah-ftngg in claiming
the
same discard, and if the other players stroila tay ao*ånv
pårt of their hands before ti,e'"rro, is discover"d ;;å
announced, eiich of the offending players shall pay to
each
of the non-o'ffending ptayers a päriaf ty of I50 pbiåtr; ,i.ilarly,
three players should 'falsely call lvläh_lonse in
.if
ctarmrng rhe same discard, and if the fourth player siräta
laydown any part of his hand before the erroi is åiscovereå
and announced, each of the
players snalf pay iå
the fourth player a penalty of_offending
100 poin"ts.
False

Naming of Discards

84 A playeris deemed to have discarded the tile which he places
on the table, and not that which he names, if the two
st outå

differ. A player who falsely names his discard shall suffer
no
penalty ifhe correct himself, or if another playercorrect
him,
before any other player has claimed the Oiscård fo. uny
ur_

f
pose; rior shall he suffer any penalty if the .rro, i.'not
detected before the next playei häs discarded.
85 If a player should falsely ,rame his discard, and the
next
player should before the ärror has been corrected
claim for
48
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chow the tile which the player named, the discarding player
shall pay a penalty of 50 points to the playerwho claimed the
tile. Play shall then continue in the normal order. The player
claiming the tile named by the discarder must show the tiles
which with the named tile would complete the chow ; if he is
unwilling or unable to do so, the discaider shall suffer no pe-

nalty.
86 If a player should falsely name his discard, and any player
should before the error has been corrected claim for pong or
kong the tile which the player named, the discarding player
shall pay a penalty of 100 points to the player who clairned
the tile. Play shall then continue in the normal order. The
player claiming the tile named by the discarder must show
the tiles which with the named tile would complete the pong
or kong : if he is unwilling or unable to do so, the discarder
shallsuffer no penaltv.
87 (a) If a player shouta falsely name his discard, and any
player should, before the error has been corrected,
claim for Mah-Jongg the tile named, the discardinf
player shall pay a penalty of 300 points to each of the
other players, and that hand shall thereupon be abandoned with no further reckoning of scores or settlement between players. The player calling Mah-Jongg
shall display his tiles to demonstrate that the named
tile would have completed his hand. If the discarding
player was East, the title of East shall pass to the next
player in rotation; if some other player was East, he
shall keep the title for the next hand.
(b) If a playershould falsely name his discard, and any
player should, before the error has been corrected,
falsely claim for Mah-Jongg the tile named (that is, if
the tile named would not have completed his hand), if
the latter player retract his call of Mah-Jongg before
any one of the other three players has laid down any
part of his hand, no one shall suffer any penalty, and
play shall continue ; but if any one of the other rhree
players should have laid down any parr of his hand, the
discarder and the claimant shall each pay a penalty of
150 points to each of the two non-offending players,
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and that hand shall thereupon be abandoned, with no
further reckoning of scores or settlement between

If either the discarder or the claimant was
East. the title shall pass to the next player in rotation : if

players.

some other player was East, he shall keep the title for
the next hand.
88 lf a player should falsely name his discard. and two players
should claim the tile named. one for chow and the other for

pong or kong. the discarding player shall pay both as provided above: but if one of the players should claim the tile
named for Mah-Jongg, the penalty payment to each player
shall be limited to 300 points.

Incorrect Hands
89 (a) A short hand is a hand which contains less than the
correct number of tiles: a long hand is a hand which
contains more.than the correct number of tiles. (The
correct number of tiles in an incomplete hand. when
the player has discarded. is thirteen, plus one for
every bonus tile and one for every kong exposed or
declared.) A foul hand is a hand which contains a
set which has been erroneously declared and not
corrected within the permitted space of time.
(b) A player who holds a short hand. a long hand or a
foul hand cannot Mah-Jongg during that hand. He
shall. however, continue to draw and discard in the
usual way. and may chorv. pong and kong: provided
that a player with a short hlnd may not claim a
discard for any purpose if he rvould rhereby be left
without a tile to discard.
(c) lf another player should obtain Mah-Jongg. a player
with a short hand or a foul hand may score his
properly constituted sets. pairs and bonus tiles in the
normal way, and settle the difference with the other
two losing players. A player with a long hand may
claim no score in respect of that hand. and nrusr pay
the other two losing playeps according to rhe full
value of their hands.
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l,etting offa Cannon
90 In certain circumstances, defined below, a player's normal
freedom of play is limited, in that if he should make a discard
categorized as'dangerous'. he is liable to penalty :
(a) If a player has exposed ordeclare.d three sets com prised
entirely of tiles of one suit. a discard of any tile of th a t su it
which enables that player (then or later) to complete a
ClearSuit hand is liable to penalty.
(b) Ifa playerhasexposed ordeclared threesetsofWinds. a
discard of one of the fourth Wind which enables that
player (then or later) to complete either'Four Blessings
Hoveringo'er the Door'. or a Mah-Jongg hand containing the'Little FourJoys'is liable to penalty.
(c) Ifa playerhasexposed ordeclared twosetsof Dragons. a
discard of one of the third Dragon which enables that
player (then or later) tg complete either the'Three C rea t
Scholars'. or a Mah-Jongg hand containing either the
'Little Three Dragons' or the 'Big Three Dragons' is
liable to penalty

(d) lfa playerhasexposed or declared three sets ofhonour
tiles. a discard of any honour tile which enables that
player (then or later) to com plete'All Sym bols'

is

liable to

penalty,

(e) If a player has exposed or declared three sets of AllGreen tiles, a discard of any All-Green tile rvhich
enables that player (then or later) to complete'The Imperial Jade' is liable to penalty.
(l) lfa playerhasexposed ordeclared threesets ofones and

nines. a discard of a one or a nine rvhich enables that
player (then or later) to complete 'Heads and Tails' is
liable to penalty.
(g) If there remain in the live wall four tiles or less. a discard

of any tile of which there is not at least one alreadv

9l

showingon the table (whether among the discards. or in
exposed sets). if it enables any player (then or Iater) to
complete any Mah-Jongg hand whatsoever. is liable to
penalty.
For the purposes of section 90. a pong or kong is deem ed to
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(i)
(ii)

Thc danger signals
If a player is displaying rhese tiles (and no others),
a discard ofany circlc is dangerous

If a playcr is displaying rheselilcs, with or wirhour
another set. a discard of West wind is dangerous
(iii) If a player is displaying thcse tiles. wirh or-withour
other set, a discard ofa green dragon is dangcrous
(iv) Ifa player is displaying thcse tileJ(and no olhersl.
a discard of the remaining honours is rJangerous
(v) Ifa.player is displaying thcse tilcs (and nJorhers),
a discard of a 2, 3. 4, 6 or I bamboo is danserous
(vi) lf a.player i-s displaying these riles (and no-others),
a discard of any of the rcmaining tcrminals is dangerous

5'

when a player calls 'Pong' or
'Kong' (unless he should subsequently retract his claim),
For the purposes of section 90 (a), a chow is deemed to be
exposed from the moment when a player calls 'Chow' (unless he should subsequently retract his claim); but for the
purposes of section 90 (e), a chow is deemed to be exposed
only when all three tiles are laid on the table.
92 The discard of a dangerous tile is not liable to penalty unless
it is both claimed by the player displaying the sets as
specified above ('the dangerous player'), and used by him to
complete one of the hands specified above. The discard is
liable to penalty if it is claimed, either for Mah-Jongg, or for
pong or chow and the dangerous playcr subsequently com.
pletes the specified hand either by drawing from the wall or
by claiming a non-dangerous discard. If the discard is
claimed for kong it does not complete the hand, or make
possible its completion, and therefore is not liable to
be exposed from the moment

penalty.

93 If a dangerous discard is claimed by the dangerous player
forpong orchow, and he subsequently completes one of the
specified hands by claiming a second dangerous discard,
the second discard alone is liable to penalty, and the first'is
freed from all liabili tv.

94 If a player draws from the wall a tile which is dangerous,
and, having previously obtained an exposed pong of that
tile, adds the fourth tile to the pong, and if the dangerous
playershould rob the kong and thereby complete one of the
specified hands, the added tile is liable to penalty in the
same way as if it had been discarded.
95 (a) If, however, a player after drawing from the wall finds
that he has none but dangerous tiles in his hand, and if h is
discard is claimed to complete (then or later) one of the
specified hands. he may show his tiles and plead 'No
Choice', in which case his discard is not liable to penalry,
But if a playershould find himself in a like situarion afrer
claiming a discard for chow or pong (but not for kong),
because he has thereby brought upon himself the
necessity of discarding dangerously, he may not plead
'No Choice', and if his discard is used by the dangerous
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player to complete (then or later) one of the specified
hands, it is liable to penalry.
(b) T a player whose discard is claimed by a dangerous
player for chow or pong wishes to plead 'No Choice', he
must show his tiles immediately, before his next draw
from rhe wall (whether from the live wall. or from the
kong box), and before claiming any subsequent discard :
havingshown his tiles. he should take them back into his
concealed hand. If in such a situation a player prefers not
toshow his tiles, he may not plead .No Choice;, and if the
dangerous player should subsequently complete one of
the. specified hands by drawing from the wall or by
claiming a non-dangerous discard, the former player;s
discard is liable to penalty.
96 A player who makes a discard which for any of the above
reasons is liable to penalty is said'to have let offa cannon'. By
way of penalty he must. after paying the winner whatever
he may owe him. reimburse the other two losing players
whatevertheyare obliged to pay thewinner.This done, there
is no further reckoning of scores or settlement among the
three losing hands.
'Wash-Out

97 If the wall

is completely exhausted

without any player's

having obtained Mah-Jongg, that hand is declared'a washout or draw. No score is counted or settlement made between the players, and East retains his title for the next
hand.

98 lfaplayerondrawingthelasttile in thelivewallfindsthatitis
a bonus tile, as he cannot take a replacement for it, he does
not discard, and the hand is irhmediately declared a
wash-out.

99 If the last tile in the live wall

is a playing tile, rhe player who
dlaws it musr (unless it completes his hind) thcn diicard. lf
lrir dinqrrrt il rrtlt cluinrctl, ttrc lrrrrrr.l is rlrcrcup.n dccnrcd a
wash-our, but if, rhc discard is claimed, the cläinrant (unless
he took the tile for Mah-Jongg) must in turn discard
:'which
continues until a player obtåins Mah-Jongg, or a discard is
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made which remains unclaimed:
wash-out is declared.

in which latter case a

Points of Etiquette - Giving Information

If a player is asked which tile he discarded while that
discard is still live, he shall answer truthfully: but no
player may give, or seek, information about any dead
discard, either by whom a tile was discarded, or in what
order.
l0l No player may ask another player questions about his
hand.
102 No player may give information about his own hand, or
his intentions or objects in the play, or about the play or
probable intentions or objects of another player.
Nore I : To the above specifi c points may be added a few
more general comments on the etiquette which should
be observed during a game of Mah-Jongg. It is not
proper to show excessive pleasure at winning, or excessive displeasure at losing or at misfortune, for both extremes are inimical to the tranquillity of spirit which the
player should aim to cultivate, and contrary to rhö
Confucian doctrine of the mean. Nor is it proper during
'
the course of the game to ask a player how much he has
lost. And while one may quite legitimately deploy all
the resources of strategy and psychological warfare to
undermine an opponent's defences, it is not considered
proper to attempt to disconcert opponents by conversation irrelevant to the game. Such matters, however,
are not to be covered by rules, but must be left ro the
discretion and good taste of each person.
Norr 2: It has been observed that Mah-Jongg has very
few penalties, in comparison with Western games. The
laws of the game as they stand indeed make it very
diftjcult for any player to gain an unfair advantage by
rncans wlrich might bc c<_rnccalcd from his opponcnts;
but it is not thought necessary to legislate against any
flagrant or manifest malfeasance or dishonourable or
unsporting behaviour. A player could seek to avoid

100
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losses by upsetting the table at a crirical moment,
|.up
but it suffices

to say thät such conducr would no, U"
thought seemly or becoming of a gentleman. When
playing Ma.h-Jongg the Chinese takäscrupulous pains
to hold their honour free from question: anyone who
fails to conform to rhis unwrirten iaw is likely tä nna tt,ui
the ultimate penalty is invoked, to wit, that others refuse
any more to play with him.

@HE EEE
HHHH ffiMMffi
bonus tiles

exposed

oxposed chow

kong or

03 Ifaplayer completes his hand by d rawi ng from th e wall a n d
wishes to claim any special score in respect of the .rast
tire
(for filling rhe only place, or for fishing rhe eyes, o,
iå,
'Catching the Moon from the Bottom Jf tn. Sea,,
or
for
'Gathering plum Blossom from the Roof'). he muit strow

t*

the tile he has drawn to the other players before
addine it to
hisconcealed hand : ifhe does notrho* tt e tite, t e
m;"y;;;
claim any such special scores.

erdeclares Mah-Jongg, each playerIays
f::"1llln{niaf
oown hls hand, arranging it in such a manner.that

any otnär

player can ascertain its true scoring varue withoutäskins
ull questions. The tiles shourd be frouped into the ,.,i if
which the player intends to score tf,em, and the sets, pairs
ano any odcl tlles arranged in two rows, the row
toward's the
centre of the tab,le conraining the exposed sets
and puirs,
plus any declared kongs and b]onus tilLs,
the ro* n.arL, the
player containing thaipart of his hand which
at ttre end of
play was still co.nceäted. tire player who
obtained

thoryld indicate the tit! *ii.r,
li:l-i::Eg
oy ptacrngitatrightangles to theothers.
"o.pi;,.å'r,il
,^.
rur :un:
Eacn ptayerenjoys the rightoffreedom
ofcount : ifthere is
more than one, possible way of arranging
tn. til", ir,-it .
concealed portion of the hand so u, tJfoä
th";;;;r:;;;
s111, the. player may selecr whichever
seems best to him,
although nochange may be made in
the arrangement of the
tiles once placed on the iable (wh
ether in the .;t;il ;; ;h;
concealed row).
106 Each player shall display his
entire hand, in order thar his
56

concealed kong

ffi

Displaying the Hand
I

exposeo pong

.'BBB
6xposed pong

HHH
exposeo pong

MHM TET EE
conceal€d chow

(iii)|'=l[=l_

concealed pong

(i)

Bm

Method ofdisplaying riles
Duringthecourseofa hand tiles may
be arranged at player's d iscrc ri o n.
Exposed tiles are made up

Lq-lLeN

mmE

concealed pair

of

erporeil chorvr. ptngi anil krn gr,
oncealed korrgs if declared.

(ii)

(iii)

and bonus tiles drawn. These are
displayed asshown
Attheendofa hand.exposed riles
are not moved. Conccaled tiles are
laid face up in a second row behind
exposed tiles.This row may conrai n
chows. pongs. pairs. and in an incomplete hand.odd tiles.They are a rranged
in sets forscoringas shown
Ina Mah-Jongghand. thc tile
completing the hand should be rurned
sideways. lf the winning tile is
claimcd from a discard. rhe set or oair
cornpleted is placcd in the exposed
rowl if d13eyn Irom thc wall. the scr
remains in the concealed row
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x 48, that is,96 points. he pays
20), that is, 472 points, and he receives from West 2 x (20-4), that is,3/ points' He thus
incurs an overall loss on the hand of 536 points.
South pays North 48 points, he receives from East 2
x (256 - 20), that is,472 points. and he receives from
4, that is, 252 points. He thus makes an
West 256
overallprofit on the hand ot676 Points.
4),
West pays North 48 points. he pays East 2 X (20
that is,32 points, and he pays South 256
- 4. that'is,252
points. His loss on the hand is thus 332 points.
East pays North

opponents may satisfy themselves that it contains the cor'
råit number oitiles, and he shall not discard any part of it
until the scoring and settlement have been accomplished :
a player who discards any part of his hand prematurely
may claim no score for that hand.

South

Procedure in Settletnent

107 First the winner scores his hand' and collects from the
three losers what is owed to him. Then the other three
players score their hands' one at a time. in order of rotaiion, starting with the player on the winner's right. and
make a note of their scores. Each player should indicate as
he calculates his score for what each element in the score is
claimed.
I 08 The winner collects according to the value of his hand from
each ofthe losers, and Pays no one, irrespective ofany score
which the losers may have obtained. If the winner is East' h e
collects twice his total score from each opponent : if the
winner is South. West or North' he collects twice his total
score from East. and his total score from each of the other
two losers.
109 The three losers settle

with each other according to the
difference between their scores. When East settles with
another player, he pays (to a player who has a higher score)
or receives (from a player who has a lower score) twice the
difference between hisscore and the score of the player with
whom he is settling. When two players settle. neither
of whom is East, the player with the lower score Pays
to the other the simple difference betwe en their

ll0

scorcs.

NorE: Thc operation of the system of settleme nt will be
more readily illustrated by meansofan example.Thus, if
North Mah-Jonggs rvith a hand scoring 48 points, East
has a score of 20 points, South 256 points, and West 4

points :
North receives 2 x 48, that is, 96 points, from East. 48
points from South, and 48 points from West, making a
totalof 192 points received. He pays no one.

5R

llt

2

x

2

(256

It will be seen that although the player who obtains
Mah-Jongg invariably makes a profit, one of the'losing'
players can nevertheless make a yet larger profit.
Iichips are used in the scoring, each player after each
hand simply pays out to, or receives from, each other
player chips to the value required. The piayers should
itart the game with an equal value of chips each: at the
end of the game it is easy to ascertain who has made a
profit, and who a loss. The player with the greatest final
profit is regarded as the winner of the game as a whole.
If a score sheet is used, it should be ruled into eight
columns, two for each player, one showing his outpayments, one his receipts. At the end of the game these
must be totalled up to determine the result.
Each player shall score his own hand. If a player shou Id
overscore his hand, any other player (who would be
obliged to settle with him) may correct him: but if he
should undervalue his hand, any other player who draws
attention to his error shall reimburse the other players for
whatever loss they sustain as a result. Under the same
penalty, the winner having been paid may make no comment on another player's scoring.
When a player has completed the settlement with his three
opponents, he should throw his hand into the discard.
When a hand, or any part of it, has been so mixed with the
discard, or in any way disarranged from the arrangement
prescribed in section 104, no claims of an error in the
scoring of that hand may be considered.
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(b) A pong of minor tiles scores 2 points if exposed,
poins if concealed. A pong of major tiles scores

Method of Scoring
I 12 In calculating the score of a hand, points are first awarded

in respect of the various sets and other elements which the
hand may contain : these points are added together to give
the 'basic score'. The basic score may then be doubled
progressively for each of certain combinations which the
hand may contain, and for each of certain conditions
which it may satisfy : the final result is the total score,
according to which the player collects or Pays out in
settlement. Certain basic points and certain doubles are
applicable to all hands, whether complete or nott other
basic points and doubles are applicable to a Mah-Jongg
hand only.
Nore I : Because the doubles are applied progressively,
each successive double is worth twice as much as the
last, a point which should not be overlooked when estimating the potentialities of a hand.
To double once

,.
..
..
,.

twice
three times

=

basic score

=

-

four times =
five times =

x2
1 lz (i.e. x 4)
1 ls (i.e. x 8)
x 24 (i.e. x 16)
* 2r (i.e. x 32)

NorE2 : Asmanyofthe doublingcombinationsoverlap,
and one formation rpay fulfil two or more sets of
requirements, it is necessary to view a hand from all
possible angles in order to ensure that no potential
doubles are overlooked.

l3 A distinction in scoring is made

between exposed and
concealed sets. A set, or a pair, is termed exposed if it contains a tile claimed from the discard: it is termed concealed
if all its tiles were drawn into the hand by the player who
holds it.
I l4 The basic points which are applicable to all hands are as

I

follows:

(a)

60

Each bonus tile declared scores 4 points.

4
4

if exposed,8 points ifconcealed.
points
-A
kong of minor tiles scores 8 points

if exposed, l6
points if concealed. A kong of major tiles scores l6
points if exposed, 32 points if concealed'
(d) Sequences (chows), whether exposed or concealed,
have no scoring value, but merely serve to complete the
hand.
(e) A pair of any Dragon, or of the player's own Wind, or
of the Prevailing Wind, whether exposed or concea led,
scores 2 points. A pair of the player's Wind, when that
is also the Prevailing Wind, scores 4 points, whether
exposed or concealed. All other pairs have no scoring

(c)

value.

NorE: The 'Prevailing Wind' is the Wind of
I

l5

the

Round : see section 13.
The basic points which may be claimed by a Mah-jongg
hand only are as follows :
(a) For completing the hand (obtaining Mah-Jongg) l0
points are scored.
(b) If the final tile (the tile which completes the hand)'is
drawn from the wall,2 poins are scored.
(c) If the final tile is the only denomination of tile which
could have completed the hand, 2 points are scored.
Winningin such a manner is termed'winning by filling
the only place', or'winning with the only possible tile'.
If a hand could theoretically be completed by either of
two different tiles, but all four of one tile are already
exposed on the table, whether in the discard, or in exposed or declared sets, one of the other tile may be regarded as filling the only place.
NorE : Thus, if a player has completed three sets and a
pair, and holds a two and a four circle, he is calling a th ree
circle, and if he obtains thattile, he has Mah-Jongged by
filling the only place. If on the otherhand he holds a four
and a five circle, a three circle would not be the only
possible tile, unless four six circles were exposed on the
table.

6l
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(d) If a player who has already

completed four sers then
obtains Mah-Jongg by complering his pair (whether
by drawing from the wall, or by claiming a discard),
he scores 2 points if rhe pair consists of mlnor tiles, or
4 points if ir consisrs of major tiles. To obtain MahJongg in this way is rermed .winning by fishing the

0)
(k)

eyes'.

NorE: The player who fishes his eyes will often also
be entitled to the score for filling the only place I but
not invariably so. For example, a playei who has
completed thre e sets and holds 6-7-g-9ln circles can
Mah-Jongg on either a six or a nine circle, and in

I

l6

either case would be fishing the eyes.
The doubles applicable to all hands aie the following:
(a) A player who has declared both his own flower aia nis
own season receives one double in respect of the pair.
NoTE: The player's own flower and season are those
proper to his position-name : see sections 7 and g.
(b) A player who has declared a ser of all four flowers

(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)
(g)

receives one double.
A player who has declared a set of
receives one double.

all four seasons

ForeachsetofDragons, aplayerreceivesonedouble,

For a set of his own Wind, a player receives one

double.
For a set of the Prevailing Wind,
double.

a

hand which includes the required tiles or sets.
whether it be
I

l7

A hand which contains two sers of Dragons, and a
pair of the third, receives one double, in addition to
the doubles in respect of the individual sets of Dragons. This combination is termed ,Little Three Dra_

a

complete hand or not.

The doubles which are applicable to the Mah-Jongg hand
only are as follows; they relate to the playing hand only,
and are therefore not affected by the presence or absence
of bonus tiles:

(a) A hand composed of four

player receives one

gons'.
(h) A hand which contains three sets of Dragons receives
two doubles, in addition to the doubles in respect of
the individual sets of Dragons. This combinätion is
termed'Big Three Dragons'.
(i) A hand which conrains three sers of Winds and a pair
of the fourth Wind receives one double, in addition to
any doubles in respect of the individual sets of Winds.
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This combination is termed'Little Four Joys'.
A hand which contains four sets of Winds receives
two doubles, in addition to the doubles in respect of
the individual sets of Winds. This combination is
termed 'Big Four Joys'.
A hand which contains three concealed pongs receives
one double. For the purposes of this rule, a concealed
kong. or an exposed kong which has been made by annexing a discard to a concealed pong.(and which has
been marked as such by turning one of the end tiles
face down) may be regarded as a concealed pong :
though in the calculation of the basic points such a
kong should still be reckoned as a kong.
NorE: All the above doubles relate to the effect of
particular tiles, sets or groups of sets on the score of
the hand; for that reason they may.be claimed by any

(b)

(c)

(d)

sequences and a nonscoring pair receives one double. Such a hand is
termed a No-Score hand : but a hand is not prevented
from claiming this double by including points for
bonus tiles, or for drawing the final tile, or for filling
the only place, or for fishing the eyes.
A hand which contains no sequences receives one
double. Such a hand is known as 'Birds Singihg in
Harmony'.
A hand which (including the last tile) is enrirely concealed receives one double. For the purposes of this
rule (though not for the calculation of the basic score),
an exposed kong formed by annexing a discard to a
concealed pong, and marked as such, maybe regarded
as a

concealed set.

A hand which is composed of honour tiles and tiles
from any one suit receives one double. Such a hand is

63
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(e)

(f)

termed a One Suit hand.
A hand which is entirely composed of tiles from one
suit, with no honour tiles, receives three doubles. Such
a hand is termed a Clear Suit hand.
A hand which is entirely composed of major tiles
receives one double.

(g) A hand

which is entirely composed of honour riles

receives two doubles.

NorE : This double

is of solely

theoretical inreresr,

unless a game is being played'with the roof off', as

otherwise an All-Honour hand automaticallv se-

(h)

curesthe Limit : seesecrion 122(k).
If a player completes his hand by drawing a loose rile,
he receivesone double.To win thus is termed.opening
a flower on the top of a mountain', or ,winningon thä

ing the hand; therefore they may be claimed by
Mah-Jongg hand only.

available tile from the wall, he receives one döuble. To
win thus is termed 'winning from the bottom of the
sea'. The last available tile is normallv the last tile in
the live wall : ii however, when thar iil. har already
been drawn, a player should complere a kong (either
with rhe last tile, or by claiming a discard). the last
available tile is rhe loose tile which he draws. If he
should complete his hand with such a tile, he receives
two doubles. one for'opening a flower', and one for
'winning from the bottom of the sea'.
0 If when the last tile in the live wall has been drawn. a
discard should be made on which a player obrains
Mah-Jongg, he receives one double. To win thus is
termed 'catching the fish from the bottom of the
river'.
(k) If a player compleres his hand by robbing an exposed
kong, he reccivcs <tne d<'rn51".

*'l',l1\ .5kr\":-.tNi.t&..ts.n. *\ -$r.*: id', h3 3.:3-1.q5 _-;-,r\\rN\
\r\ I : l\r..\.ulrlss s t rtl.il*. lr. t\i..\ilSisii.::\.\ \.i.
lrttltrSsilr.tlr \\l'iha r\rinl\li.tirl lt.rrt.i .rs .r rr holc.
I'hilc. ,.ltrubles
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ll8

Mah-Jongg may be played either with a scoring limit,
or 'with the roof off'. The players should agree before
the beginning of the game whether they will set a limit.
and if they will, what it should be. Unless it is explicitly
agreed otherwise, the limit.should be assumed to be set
at 1000 points.
I 19 In a limited game, any hand which has an intrinsic
value in excess of the limit is valued as obtaining the

limit only, and the surplus is ignored. The limit is
applied to the score, and not to the amount paid in
settlement: if East Mah-Jonggs with a limit hand, he

roof'.

(i) If a. player completes his hand by drawing the last

KUICS

collects twice the
120

,'hun the limit, the
other losing players pay the difference between the
limit and their scores (or twice the difference, if East is
involved). If two losing players hold hands which exceed the limit, those hands are considered as being
equal. and neither player pays the other.
Special

l2l

limit from each olaver.

If an incomplete hand scores tnoå

Limit Hands

There are certain Mah-Jongg hands known as Special
Limit hands. or Full Hands, which in a limited game are
valued at the limit irrespective of their intrinsic score. In a
game'with the roof off'. it is still necessary for the players to
agree beflorehand on a notionalvalueforsuch hands : but a
Full hand of which the intrinsic value exceeds the notional
value is scored at the full intrinsic value.
NorE: Any hand which by the normal scoring rules is
tal:l:J e: j.- ag:::J li-ir gr1 il :l;=sl c{ i'- tt 't 'lzt.:
::I:c--::c rs f,.: -e:;s va.i:abLe. ech:r itr i(z(tf-: r,i,:.
(h.-.rn. ::.in lhe Speci-rl nancis iistcC bclog.. Thc l:ncr
lri lh\'uSll( rrUr(h) r'rt'slrCciul rlcn(ien. lnd trl'Ircil:
disringuished by rheirseveralpoeric names. nor becausi

I
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I

simply because) in most cases they have a high intrinsic value. but because of their symbolic signifiJ"nc.,
in-rhat they are conceived of as being the ,limi-ting.ur.ri
of the various doubling combinations listed in säctions
I l6and I 17. Assuch, rhey have a place in the theoretical
and philosophical structure of the game which perhaps
'
exceeds their importance in the acöal play. '
.full
.fult
A limit hand is rermed a
hand'. oi a
game'
(Man Fu or Man Hu, literally, a full goblet o, uasef fro*
the Chinese tradition that a person *ho loses his match
at a feast must as a penalty or forfeit drain a fuil jar of
(o.r

wine.
122 The Special Limit hands are rhe following:
(a) If East finds that his original dealt ha-nd (after
taking

any replacements for bonus tiles, and loose tiles foi
kongs, to which
be entitled) is complete, he
scores a full hand.-h1..y
This is termed .Heaven's Blessing,.
or'the natural winning'.
NorE: This hand and the following are rhe limiting
cases of double I l7 (l).
(b) If South, Wesr or Noitir at the beginning of play holds
a calling hand, and Mah-Jonggs on Easis firit discard,
he scores a full hand. This is termed ,Earrh's Blessing,.
or'the unnatural winning'.
(c) tf a player compleres hiihand by drawing
a five circle
from the kong box. he scores a fuil hand. .f-tris is rermed
'Cathering Plum Blossom from the Roof.
N o r E : The five circle is called the plum Blossom.
because it is fancifully thought to resemble a plum
blossom in appearance. (ln öhinese dominoes also.
the double five is called plum). Therefore ir seems
exceptionally appropriate when a player .opens a
flower' by drawin-g the five circle. and consequenrly
such a manner of winning is regarded as being the
limiring case of double I t 71h;.
(d) tf tne last tile in the live wall is a one circle, and
a player
should complete his hand by drawing it, he scorei a iull
hand. This is rermed .Catthing thä Moon from rhe
Bottom of the Sea'.
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NorE: The expression .catching the moon from the
bottom of the sea' was originally used on any occasion when a playercomplötea his hand by diawing
the last tile in the live wall. But as the one circle ii
known as the Moon because of its appearance, it was
thought peculiarly appropriate 'when someone
-by
should 'catch the Moon
drawing a one circle, and
therefore winning in such u
-unnä, came to be re_
garded as the limitingcase of the double I l7 (i).
(e) tf a player completes his
hand by robbing a long oi
two bamboos, he scores a full hånd. Thi; is rerried
'Scratching a Carrying pole'.
N orE : The Chinese.e_xpression for robbing
a kong

(Ch'iang Kang) could ålso be understood io m.ui
'scratching a kong', because there exists another
word
Ch'iang meaning,a spear'. The expression cou ld th en
be reinterpreted as .scratching a carrying pole,. because there exists another wörd Kang mlaning .a
carrying pole'. Because the two bamboo resemblls a
carrying pole in appearance. it is thought particularly
apt if a. player sho.uld Mah-Jongg by iobbing a kong
of two bamboos: therefore compteting a hanä in suci'
a ma.nner is regarded as the limiting case
of double
I t7 (k),

(D lf a player compleres

a kong, with the loose tile thus
obtained completes a second kong. and wirh rhe
second loose rile obtains Mah_Jongg. he scores a full
hand. This is termed 'Kong upon rc6ng'. or .Twofold
Fortune'. The requirement for this hind is rhat two
kongs and the whole hand should be complered in one
and the same turn: a player is not debarred from
claiming it ifhe should in the process also draw one or

more bonus tiles.
(g) R hana which conrains four
kongs. exposed or con_
cealed. and a pair. of any tiles. is-a full hand. This
is
termed' Fourfold plen ty'.
(h) n hanO which conrains four
concealed pongs, and in
which the last tile is drawn from the wall. is a iull hand.
For the purposes of this rule. a concealed kong,, or an
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e-xposed kong which had been made by annexing a
discard to a concealed pong (and which has bJen
marked as such by the turning face down of one of the
end tiles) may be
rygarded as a concealed pong. This
hand is known as'Buried Treasure'.
NorE: This hand is the limiting case of doubles I l6
(i), l17(b)and l17(c).
(i) e nanO which contains a set of each of the three Dragons, another.pongorkong (not a sequence) ofany tile,
and any pair, is a full hand. This is known as The i.hree

Great Scholars'.

NorE: This hand is the limiting case of doubles I l6
(d) and I l6 (h). .The Three Griat Scholars'were in
Imperial times the three candidates who obtained the
best results in the triennial examination for the third
or doctoral degree.
0) A hanO which cäntains a set of each of the four Winds.
plus any pair, is a full hand. This is known as .Four
Blessings Hovering o'er the Door', or.Four Joys in
Full'.
NorE: This hand is the limiting case of doubles I l6
(e), and I l6 (0 and I l6 ().
(k) A-complete hand
enrirelyof honour tiles is a
"orpoä
full hand. This is known
as.All Symbols'.
(l) a com-plete hand composed entiicly of ones and nines
is a full hand. This is known as .Hea-ds and Tails'.
NorE : This hand is the limiting case of double I l7
(0.
(m)A complete hand composed entirely of all-green
tiles is
a full hand. The all-green tiles are ihe two,lhree, four,
six and.eight bamboo, and the Green dragon. This
hand is known
3:_T!.lmperial Jade'. It is thi limiring
case of double I l7 (d).
NorE: Although this hand may include a set or pair
of Green dragons, it is not obligatory for it to do so.
(n) rf a playershould hold a calring hand
such that it coultj
be completed by any one of nine different tiles; and if
he succeeds in completing it, he scores a full hand. To
fulfil this requirement, the calling hand must be enti_
68
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rely of one suit, consist of l-l-l-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-99-9, and be entirely concealed. The tile which completes the hand may be either drawn from the wall or
claimed from the discard. Such a hand is known as 'The
Nine Sacred Lamps of Lotus', or'The Nine United
Sons'.

.

NorE: This hand, and the two following, which are
variants ofit, are the limiting cases of double I l7 (e).
(o) R Clear Suit hand which consists of a set of ones, a set
of nines, a pair of !wos, fives or cights, and rwo
sequences made up of the missing numbers is a full
hand. This hand, which may be partly or completely
exposed, is known as'The Wriggling Snake'.
N o r E : The set of nines represents the head of the
snake. the set of ones its tail. the pair its eyes, and the
two sequences its body.
If the eyes are 2s, the runs must be 3-4-5 and 6-7-8
If the eyes are 5s, the runs musr be 2-3-4 and 6-7-8,_
If the eyes are 8s, the runs must be 2-3-4 and 5-6-7
(R) n"y complete Clear Suit hand which, including the

last tile, is entirely concealed is a

full hand. For

the

purposes of this rule, an exposed kong which has been
made by annexing a discard to a concealed pong (and
marked as such) may be regarded as a concealed ser.
NorE:This hand is the limitingcase of doubles ll7
(c) and I 17 (e).

(q) A hanA containing one of each of the thirteen major
tiles (that is, one of each one and one of each nine from
the suits, one of each Wind and one of each Dragon),
plus a fourteenth tile which forms a pair with any one
of them, is a full hand. This hand is known as 'The
Thirteen Unique Wonders', or 'The Thirteen G rades
of Imperial Treasure'.
NorE: It is not necessary (rhough it is permitted) to
complete this hand by fishing the eyes.
(r) If a player in any one round should, while Easr, obtain
Mah-Jongg thirteen times in succession (discounting
any intervening wash-outs), the thirteenth hand completed scores as a full hand, irrespective of its compo-
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sition. After winning such a hand. East relinquishes his
title, which passes to the next player in rotation.

Five.handed Mah-Jongg
123 Iffive persons desire to play a game, it is necessary thatone
should sit out during each hand. The player who sits out is

known as the Dreamer.
ln the procedure for the selection of seats (section l5), a
Red dragon should be shuffled in with the four Wind tiles:
the player who draws the Red dragon becomes the
Dreamer in the first hand of the game.
125 When East loses his title (section I l), he leaves the table,
and becomes Dreamer in the next hand: the player formerly South becomes East, the player formerly West becomes South, the player formerly North becomes West,
and the player formerly the Dreamer becomes North,
occupying the place at the table vacated by the retiring

124

East.

126 One round is taken as completed when the player who in

the first hand of the game was Dreamer relinquishes the
title of East upon some other player's winning,
127 Thc Dreamer takes no part either in the play of a hand, or
in the scoring and settlement.
128 In all other respects, play proceeds as in the four-handed
8ame.

NorE l: Since Mah-Jongg is properly a game for four
persons, all versions for other numbers of players are

merely improvised creations; several alternative

.

methods exist, none of which can be said to be more or
Iess genuine than the others. The versions given in these
Rules are intended to keep the divergences from the
four-handed game to a minimum. The Chinese, on the
other hand, when playing a five-handed game vary the
normal rules to a somewhat Breater e*tent, in that they
make the complete game to-consist of fir,c rounds, for

the sake of symmetry. The lasr round is rermccl rhe
'Centre Round', in which the Red dragon ,prevails,. In
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the Centre round therefore a pair of Red dragons is
valued at 4 points, and a set of them entitles the player to
two doubles instead of the normal one.
NorE 2: It is also the Chinese practice in a five-handed
game that at the end of each hand (except in the case of
a wash-out, when no settlement is made), each of the
three losers, after settlingwith the winner and with each
other, should pay to the Dreamer an amount equal to 2
points. doubled as many times as there werc doubles in
the winner's hand: a Lirnit hand is taken as: equivalent
to six doubles. If East is among the losers. he pays
double, as in other cases: the Dreamer pays no one.
Players may adopt this practice if they agree u pon it
betrveen themselves before the beginning of the game.

Three-ha nded Mah-Jon gg
129 If three persons desire to play a game, in the procedure for
the selection ofseats the North tile is omitted from the four
Winds. In building the walls, and in counting round the
players, the four positions are assumed still to exist, the
vacant seat being termed Dummy. If at any stage Dummy
is required to throw the dice or breach the wall, the player

on Dummy's left fulfils his function. Dummy does not
receive a hand in the deal.
130 The rotation of East follows the normal order, except that
Dummy is never East; thus a round is concluded when the
player who in the first hand of the game was West loses the
title of East. The complete game consists of four rounds.
l3l In the play, the player on Dummy's right may chow the
discards of the player on Dummy's left.
132 In all other respects, play proceeds as in the four-handed
8ame.

NorE: There are also two Chinese variant methods of
playing a three-handed game. In the first, the four
North winds, Winter and Bamboo are omitted from the
set during play, and only three walls are built, in the
form of a triangle, each wall being twenty-three stacks
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long. The game consists of three rounds only, East,
South and West. This, however, is not a vely convenient
method of play. In the second method, the complete set
is used, and four walls built. with a Dummy position as
described in the Rules, but the Dragons are used as
directions, and the Winds as Dragons-Therefore in the
selection of seats the three Dragons are used in place of
the Winds: Red is taken as the equivalent of East or
Leader, White sits on Red's right, and Green opposite
Red. Similarly, the first round is the Red round, the
second the White round, and the third the Green round,
three rounds constituting a complete game. In the scortIg, a set of Dragons merits a double (and a pair of
Dragons a score of 2 points) only when it is the player's
9wn, or prevailing; while any set of Winds receiuej one
double, and any pair of Winds 2 points.

4

X,uels uyod,,gfrttt

in fuf,a,trv,ayoragg
It will be immediately obvious to the beginner that Mah-Jongg
contains a significant element of luck. It may be less apparenr
that it also offers considerable scope for the develooment and
exercise of skill. A player has no control over the identity of the
tiles which he is dealt, or which he draws during a hand, and

very little means of predicting what may,be coming nexr.
Nevertheless, it will be found that, over a period of time, some
players win more frequently and consistently than others.
Exactly as the element of luck enters into Bridge, or any orher
card game, by virtue of the fact that the cards are not distributed insuch a way as to ensure that each player receives a hand ol
equal value, so too does chance play its part in Mah-Jongg. The
element of chance, however, is one to which all players are in
the long run equally subject, and from which all may expect ro
beneflt to a similar extent; whereas in Mah-Jongg, more than
in most games, the skilful player may be able to win, or at leasr
to avoid loss, even when Fortune gives him a very poor hand,
while on the other hand even the m"ost promisins tilös often fail
to yield success if incorrectly handled. In theiong run, as in
Bridge so too in Mah-Jongg, skill wilt tell.
The acquisition of a high degree of skill in Mah-Jon gg rcquires, above all else, long and patient study and practice.
Many have concluded that skill played no parr in the game
simply because they did not persevere with ii long.rroulh, ot
because they did not devote sufficient attention änd concentration to it, to perceive what was required and to acquire the
nec€ssary abilities.It has been said that two years are näeded to
make a first-class Bridge player, e.rren stariing with a narural

